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Both consumer habits and developments in marketing platforms 

seem to be changing consistently. If there’s one thing we’ve seen 

from our client conversations it’s a desire to stay ahead. There’s a 

real sense of openness to try new things, juxtaposed with a need 

to be as sure as possible that it shows ROI. 

 

So what’s changed since this time last year? 

 

As businesses prepare to enter their biggest quarter of the year, 

we look at how the big trends are faring so far. Where are brands 

putting their money? And more importantly, where should they 

be putting it? 

 

2018 MARKETING TRENDS
WHERE YOU SHOULD INVEST
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Consumer marketers have been watching the high street with 

bated breath this year. The past 12 months have seen high-profile 

closures across sectors, with Toys ‘R’ Us, Maplin, Mothercare and 

House of Fraser among the casualties. We knew this time last year 

that bricks and mortar stores needed to think carefully about their 

strategy to thrive in the current climate; now it is crucial. 

 

The nation’s shoppers are interested in experiences that feel not 

only seamless, but interactive and entertaining. A recent study 

found 65% of customers expect retailers to use mobile technology 

to improve their in-store experience . We predict retailers across 

the board will considerably increase investment in in-store 

experiences over the next 12 months, and the most successful 

brands will be those which capitalise on this to create great 

theatre. Strong brand relationships with retailers have never been 

so important. 

 

On the digital front, brands are still racing to make their online 

offering the best it can be. Instagram’s introduction of shoppable 

ads in March offers a new opportunity to add a very convenient 

checkout point for customers. For certain brands, this could offer 

an even higher ROI. Get your photography and paid strategy right 

for your demographic and you could be onto a winner without the 

need for in-store activation. Earlier this year, Amazon announced 

a 132% growth in its advertising business, as companies do all they 

can to work with, not against, the dominant player to maximise 

sales. AI chatbots and AR apps have also been cited as key drivers 

behind the 23% growth for the UK’s top 20 online retailers in Q1 

2018 .  

OMNICHANNEL SHOPPING
WHAT'S WORKING WELL?
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expect retailers to 
use mobile 
technology to 
improve their in- 
store experience
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2 RPC, 2018
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WAKING UP TO GEN Z
HOW CAN WE ENGAGE THEM?
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Generation Z is set to account for 40% of consumers by 2020 , with 

the oldest of the cohort currently entering the working world. Brands 

need to put a much bigger focus on markeating to these new spenders. 

Gen Z children influence a huge 93% of household expenditure . 

 

They like their information snappy and to the point, with the average 

Gen Z attention span just eight seconds . They care more about a 

company’s ethics and values than they do its product spec –75% 

believe current businesses and their leaders focus on their own agendas 

rather than considering wider society . They value experience and 

entertainment. Six in ten Gen Z consumers prefer spending money on 

experiences over material goods . Think events and video over demos 

and reports. 

 

But most importantly, they are revealing themselves to be a 

generation of eco-friendly savers. Nearly 10% of teens said the #1 issue 

their generation will have to face relates to the economy and debt . 

59% trust the brands they grew up with, so are less likely to buy on a 

whim . Not only do companies need to target Gen Z while they’re 

young to encourage them to purchase later, but they need to invest in 

nurturing them if they want to keep them as regular customers. 

3 Fast Company, 2017 

4 Marketwired, 2015 

5 Popsugar, 2017 

6 Deloitte, 2018 

7 Futurecast, 2018 

8 Business Insider, 2018 

9 IBM, 2017
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Our recent research into micro partnerships revealed the number 

of companies investing in affiliate partnerships has doubled: 8% in 

2017-18 vs. 16% in 2018-19. UK affiliate marketing spend grew 

15.1% in 2017 from £482m to  £554m  . This lines up with more 

publishers signing affiliate deals with major retailers. From a PR or 

link building perspective, this transforms trusty product 

placement and gift guide coverage. The ability to link to an 

affiliate retailer of the media partner will send a product to the 

front of the queue compared to those only available from your 

own web store. This also means smaller retailers and brands will 

increasingly struggle to get valuable backlinks from media titles 

through PR placement. 

 

Companies who sell product through a large retailer such as 

Amazon are often already benefitting from affiliate partnerships 

even if they didn’t create them. These major players have 

successful existing programmes with many online media sites, 

bloggers and social influencers already on board. However, for 

those looking to drive traffic to their own site, it’ll soon become 

the norm that you’ll need to create your own branded affiliate 

programme. 

 

There are ways around this and other tactics to secure that all- 

important link, such as building influencer relationships. Being 

marketers themselves, they’d often love to be interviewed or 

featured on your site and, with the right agreements in place, will 

link back to your content in return. 

AFFILIATE MARKETING 
DOES IT SPELL THE END FOR EARNED PR 
COVERAGE?
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UK affiliate 
marketing spend 
grew 15.1% in 2017 
from £482m to a 
huge £554m

10 Internet Advertising Bureau & PwC, 2018
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VOICE SEARCH 
HOW SHOULD WE ADAPT FOR IT? 
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Voice technologies are making their way from early adopter territory 

into the mainstream. 58% of consumers have used voice search to find 

local business information in the last 12 months  , while one in five EU 

consumers have shopped using voice or text agents  . More companies 

now need to seriously consider how their customers might be 

searching through voice and adapt digital marketing strategies 

accordingly. 

 

To make sure our online content ranks highly for voice as well as text 

search results, it’s important to consider how we’re answering 

customer queries online. Econsultancy notes that consumer voice 

searches are longer and more colloquial, as well as more personal. 

Google data shows mobile searches for “should I” and “do I need” have 

each grown more than 65%, while those starting with “can I” have 

grown by more than 85%. 

 

Copy needs to reflect a dialogue happening between two people rather 

than consumer and machine. Avoid buzzwords and marketing 

messages, as consumers won’t naturally use these for voice search. But 

what would they use instead? Up-to-date audience research and user 

journey mapping is crucial here to be in tune with how your customers 

actually behave, rather than how you think they behave. 

11 BrightLocal, 2018 

12 Mastercard, 2018 
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Video continues to go from strength to strength as a key 

marketing tool for brands across all sectors and audiences. Viewers 

retain 95% of a message when they view a video, compared to 10% 

when reading it in text format  . The average user spends 88% 

more time on a website with video than one without  . Digital video 

is the new window shopping, instruction manual and more. It is 

now a regular part of the buying cycle. If you aren’t visible on 

video, you miss out on the window of opportunity when consumers 

are most in need of information from you. 

 

Google stats show the amount of time people are spending 

watching “does it work?” videos on YouTube has multiplied by 12 

over the past two years, meaning positive influencer reviews really 

are as important as everyone says. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thankfully for marketers, everywhere you look, publishers and 

platforms are looking for ways they can make creating a video 

easier. The most notable recent development is Instagram’s 

introduction of its IGTV one-hour, long-form video platform. 

With most major social media platforms now offering story 

functionality, filters and lenses, anyone can be a broadcaster – 

giving great scope for campaigns driven by user-generated 

content.  

VIDEO
CONSUMERS’ TRUSTY SHOPPING 
COMPANION
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Viewers retain 95% of a message 
when they view a video, compared to 
10% when reading it as text.

13 insivia, 2017 

14 Mist Media, 2017
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Influencer marketing has been the hot trend for what feels like 

forever, but marketers have had to fight to stay ahead of rapidly 

increasing influencer costs and stricter advertising guidelines. The 

UK Government recently launched a formal investigation into 

influencers failing to disclose brand deals. Brands are starting to 

turn against bigger hitters – recent research claims brands are 

“wasting” £1.58bn a year  , and experiencing lacklustre results 

after paying A-list celebrities to promote their products. 

 

25% of consumers would consider buying a product endorsed by 

someone with over 1m followers. Meanwhile, 50% would be 

“likely” or “very likely” to purchase if promoted by an influencer 

with a smaller following but considered to be a specialist in that 

area  . A well-managed micro influencer campaign can add greater 

value to a brand. Good food for thought. 

 

2018 has also seen a focus on exposing influencers buying fake 

followers; 1 in 8 UK influencers bought fake Instagram followers 

between January and June 2018  . This shows a market 

cannibalising itself, its reliance on bringing in those big brand deals 

ultimately leading to scepticism over the value of the deals in 

question. 

 

When done right, influencer marketing still holds a lot of value, 

but moving forward we can see influencers being held more 

accountable when it comes to showing ROI. Our latest research 

revealed that marketers’ #1 barrier to investing more in influencer 

partnerships is difficulty “seeing the benefits”, with 39% citing this 

as an obstacle. A quality over quantity approach is particularly 

prominent now amongst our client base, with regard to both the 

number of influencers a brand works with and follower numbers. 

Any influencer worth their salt will know lots about their audience 

base, so being inquisitive here will tease out the most valuable 

long-term influencer relationships. 

INFLUENCERS
HAS THE MARKET REACHED ITS PEAK?
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BRANDS AND BROADCAST
FALLING IN LOVE AGAIN?
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UK streaming subscriptions recently overtook pay-TV broadcasters for 

the first time. Ofcom’s latest report shows Netflix, Amazon Prime and 

Now TV reached 15.4m subscriptions, whereas pay-TV suppliers such 

as Sky, BT and Virgin Media logged 15.1m. People are watching less TV 

– down an average of nine minutes over the past year. Specifically for 

pay-TV brands, this means they need to get much more competitive 

on the packages offered. However, the report’s findings have a much 

wider impact on the future of broadcast coverage for marketers across 

the board. 

 

As a result of the shift in viewing trends, investment from the BBC, 

ITV, Channel 4 and Channel 5 in UK-made TV programmes has hit a 

20-year low at £2.5bn combined, down from a peak of £3.4bn in 

2004  . While this means the future of original programming on our 

trusty terrestrial channels is uncertain, it marks great opportunity for 

PR. If channels have less money to spend on content, they may be 

more reliant on brands giving access to great stories. This could be an 

inspirational tale from someone whose life has changed because of 

your product or service, willing to be filmed for a “day in the life” piece. 

Or a camera crew visit to your factory to show how new technology is 

now making the impossible possible. We predict the relationship 

between PRs and broadcast producers will become even closer as we 

work together to help give traditional programming the boost it needs. 

Netflix, 
Amazon Prime 
and Now TV 
reached 15.4m 
subscriptions, 
whereas pay-TV 
suppliers have 
just 15.1m

18 Ofcom, 2018 
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While podcasts have been around for over a decade, 2018 has seen 

the medium switch from niche to mainstream. 61% of UK adults 

now regularly listen to at least one podcast, with 21% listening 

once a week. 68% say that they were more likely to listen to a 

podcast today than three years ago  . The rise of podcasts in the 

UK is led by technology advances and on-demand consumer 

preferences (innovators like Netflix and Amazon Prime constantly 

set a new status quo) and growing quality content. Podcasting is 

now a simple, seamless experience for the listener, and they can 

easily find something to listen to on just about any topic. It’s no 

surprise that publishers and celebrities want to create their own hit 

series. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This increased interest in podcasts is potentially lucrative for 

brands. 70% of listeners have heard podcast advertising, and a 

huge 76% of those took action afterwards, such as looking for 

more brand info online, visiting a brandʼs website or sharing brand 

information online  . 

 

But marketers need to be careful before jumping on the 

bandwagon. The success of a podcast is all in the subject matter 

and its presenters. As the competition gets fiercer, research is 

crucial to make sure you have a new take on a topic and a 

charismatic host to engage your listeners. Speaking to your 

audience and brainstorming concepts beforehand will help you sort 

the good from the bad. 

PODCASTS
FROM NICHE TO MAINSTREAM

70% of listeners have heard podcast 
advertising, and a huge 76% of those 
took action afterwards

19 Spotify, 2017 

20 Acast, 2018 
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SOCIAL VS. TRADITIONAL MEDIA
WHO TO TRUST?
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The fake news and Cambridge Analytica furores have resulted in social 

media sites under pressure to seriously clean up their acts. But while 

the likes of Facebook and Twitter are racing to prove they’re able to 

protect their users, 2018 has seen a resurgence of trust in newspapers 

and magazines  . Snapchat, Facebook and Twitter all reported declining 

user numbers in their half-year results. 

 

This is a major opportunity for PRs, as consumers are heading to 

newspapers and magazines for credible information. Brits’ concern 

over what’s fact and what’s fiction is heightened, and for good reason. 

A recent study revealed only 4% of us could identify fake news stories 

correctly   . Does this bring some classic PR tactics into question? 

Could stunts, research stories and celebrity endorsements in fact be 

described as “fake news”? There is arguably a fine line between 

creating a newsworthy story and manipulating readers through self- 

serving content. Ethical PR agencies have always been mindful of this 

distinction to think up campaigns on the right side of the line. But 

perhaps a closer eye will be cast here by PRs and journalists as both 

sides navigate somewhat murky waters to retain consumer trust in the 

coming years. 

Brits’ concern 
over what’s fact 
and fiction is 
heightened. 
Only 4% of 
Brits can 
identify fake 
news stories 
correctly

21 MediaCom North and Magnetic, 2017 

22 Channel 4, 2017 
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Facebook began 2018 by announcing a major change in news feed 

algorithms to favour relevant content from known connections. 

According to its Head of News Feed, Adam Mosseri, Facebook 

began to "shift ranking to make News Feed more about 

connecting with people and less about consuming media in 

isolation." As a result, brands must become selective about what 

they post and when to have the best chance of cutting through 

the noise. 

 

Conversations around organic social media tend to take a view 

that the medium is on its way out, however our research shows 

59% of marketers have increased their investment here over the 

past 12 months. We’ve noticed a big area for investment is in 

hiring talent: skilled strategists and content creators who can 

produce channel-specific assets. The “one size fits all” approach 

doesn’t cut it anymore, leaving brands much more open to 

dropping pages that deliver little ROI. Instagram stands out as a 

platform brands are scrambling to make a success of. Instagram’s 

data shows 80% of its users follow a business account on the 

platform – and when they do follow, they are 75% more likely to 

act. The introduction of IGTV has added another string to its bow. 

Consumers engage with brands on Instagram 10x more than on 

Facebook, 54x more than Pinterest, and 84x more than Twitter   . 

 

But while organic Facebook reach has declined, we doubt brands 

will leave in droves just yet. There are still great opportunities for 

engagement, if your content is right for the demographic. Data 

shows native Facebook videos attract 530% more comments and 

are shared over 10 times more than videos linked to from other 

hosting sites   , while Facebook reports that users spend 3 times 

more watching live broadcasts than traditional videos. So, there is 

life in organic social, but only for brands that think carefully about 

which platform and content to invest in.  

ORGANIC SOCIAL MEDIA
ARE ITS DAYS NUMBERED?
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59% of marketers 
have increased 
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over the past 12 
months
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The most successful brands are often those blending tech with 

traditional to build great customer experiences both on and 

offline. But consumers are making it easier for us. They are 

becoming increasingly straightforward with their expectations of 

brand experiences. Simplicity and transparency are great values 

to hone in on to cut through the noise, particularly looking 

ahead to no-nonsense Gen Z. It’s all about great brand values 

and stories consumers can comfortably believe in and fight for, 

combined with seamless shopping experiences we’ll all be happy 

to return to again and again. 

 

From brands to media titles to social media platforms, we all 

have one thing in common – we all need to monetise our output 

effectively. Each month brings new options to do that, so we 

need to take a step back and make sure we’re maximising it the 

best we can to engage, inspire and create behaviour change 

rather than sell product. All the trends we’ve identified here 

have clean, creative communication at their core: whether on or 

offline, this is what brands must invest in to make an impact. As 

marketers, we need to stay alert and rely on our natural 

storytelling skills. 

2018’s trends show, marketers need to be 
more in tune with the new ways customers 
actually behave, whether it’s with more 
traditional tactics or newer digital platforms. 

CONCLUSION



Allison+Partners is an award-winning global communications agency 

with 30 offices and more than 450 employees worldwide. 

 

Allison+Partners, an MDC Partners company, is driven by a 

collaborative approach to innovation and creativity, organised around 

six practices: Consumer Marketing, Corporate, Global China, 

Healthcare, Public Affairs and Technology. All Told, which combines 

research, content, creative, digital and measurement expertise into 

one offering, works across these practices to deliver integrated 

storytelling for clients.  

 

If you'd like to know more about how any of 
these marketing trends can make a difference 
to your brand, we'd love to hear from you.
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